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Operational result increases to €284 million
Strategic direction




Through our cooperative identity we contribute to a healthy, safe and future-proof society
As a trendsetting and customer-relevant service provider we have personal relevance to our
customers on a daily basis
Continuously investing in customer focus and (strategic) innovation

Financial ambitions 2020:






Reduce structural costs by €200 million
Grow operational result to €600 million
Increase FCCR to > 4.0x
Increase Free Capital Generation to €400 million
Maintain current credit ratings

Strong progress in the first half of 2019:
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On track to achieve strategic targets of ‘Delivering Together’
Increased operational result to €284 million and net profit to €234 million
Premium growth due to basic health and Non-Life
Reduction of structural costs of €200 million achieved
Solid capital position with a solvency ratio of 195%
Standard & Poor’s (S&P) upgraded outlook of credit rating ‘A’ to ‘Stable’

Operational result increases to €284 million

Operational result
(in € million)

Health
Non-Health

Gross written premiums
(in € million)

Health

Non-Health

+1%
284
57

192
100
H1 2018

H1 2019

Operating expenses

17,571

 Operating expenses reduced by €48 million (-4%), despite
investments in growth

14,153

14,373

 Cost reduction target of €200 million in the current
planning period already achieved

3,295

3,198

H1 2018

H1 2019

 Solid Solvency II ratio 195% despite interest rates and
spread developments

Solvency (SII)
(in %)

(in € million)

-4%

4

 Gross written premiums increased due to growth in basic
health and Non-Life Netherlands

17,448

227

92

 Operational result increased to €284 million due to
improved performance in Non-Life and Pension & Life

1,107

1,059

198

195

H1 2018

H1 2019

2018

H1 2019

Result supported by improved results Non-Life and Pension & Life
Non-Life
Segment results

H1 2018

H1 2019

4

89

Pension & Life

190

204

Retirement Services

10

0

International activities

19

7

-131

-73

Retirement Services

92

227

 Investments in growth and an adjusted allocation of costs result in lower
result over first half of 2019

Non-Life

Other activities
Operational result
(Excl. Health)

 Strongly improved result with a combined ratio of 95.8% due to claims
management and premium measures. Last year’s result impacted by
January storms

Pension & Life
 Higher technical and investment result with continued investments in
future efficiency

International activities
Health

100

57

Basic

34

23

Supplementary

66

34

Operational result

192

284

 Growth in core business lines Non-Life and Health in Slovakia and Greece.
Increased claims in Health and Australia lead to lower result

Other activities
 Improved result due to higher result Achmea Reinsurance and lower
reorganisation provisions

Health
 Result current underwriting year improved and
successful integration of De Friesland into Zilveren Kruis
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Strategy until 2020: Delivering Together
Strategic direction
 Through our cooperative identity we contribute to a healthy, safe and futureproof society

Active in the market in five different segments:

 Active focus on Non-Life, Health and Retirement Services, including banking
services and asset management
 We excel in direct and banking distribution and invest in digitisation, innovation
and customer focus

Non-Life

Unique features
 Strong brands with high customer satisfaction
 Active via multiple distribution channels: direct, online, bancassurance through
Rabobank and intermediaries for retail and commercial

Health

Retirement
Services

 Large customer base and market leadership in Non-Life and Health
 Leading asset manager
 Trendsetting in online services and innovation

International
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Pension & Life









Focus areas



Achmea contributes to a Healthy, safe and future-proof society
With our insurances and services we facilitate solidarity and provide solutions
for those risks which are too large to bear alone
We focus on four themes with impact:
 Good health closer for everyone
 Clean, safe and smart mobility
 Safe home, living and working environments
 (Financial) Solutions for now, tomorrow and later

Healthy, safe and future-proof society

Good health
closer for
everyone

Sustainability as a fundamental pillar; committed to climate agreement
Three international sustainable development goals (SDG’s) are embedded in the heart of our strategy
Cooperative identity solidified further with Vereniging Achmea
Achmea, as the first Dutch insurer, entered a credit facility agreement with sustainability targets
Innovation and modernisation at the center with:
 Climate risk scan ‘BlueLabel’ offers insights in heat stress and flood risk for each house
 Social alarm system ‘Homies’ sold through Hema to promote social cohesion and neighbourhood safety
Achmea launches innovation fund with initial size of €100 million

Good employership crucial to find and keep the right employees
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Smart, safe and
clean mobility

Core SDGs




Strategic
goal

Good progress on strategic plans in 2019

Achmea Favourite Employer among insurance companies and pension funds according to ‘Intermediar’

Safe living and
working
environments

(Financial)
Solutions for
today, tomorrow
and later

Non-Life: Safe living and entrepreneurship as well as smart, safe and clean mobility
Strategic fundamentals
 Centraal Beheer and Interpolis actively commit to reducing accidents on the road and around the house
 Sustainable returns through adequate pricing, efficiency, prevention and claims management

Achievements in H1 2019
 Strong growth of operational result with a combined ratio of 95.8%
 Premium growth due to new customers and premium measures

Highlights customer relevance and trendsetting in H1 2019
 Successful launch ‘Convenience services strategy’ Centraal Beheer with:


‘Juridische Hulp’, also offered without insurance ✓ ‘KlusHulp’, quickly find a reliable craftsman



‘PechHulp’ RoadGuard, without subscription ✓ ‘Duurzaam Woongemak’, helps make homes sustainable

 FBTO offers innovative ‘pay as you drive’ car insurance for a maximum of 30% premium discount via an app
 Interpolis AutoModus best app against driver distractions according to ANWB
 Strong start new Interpolis corporate product ‘ZekerInBedrijf' en ‘ZekervanjeZaak’ for SME’s

100% online insurer InShared offers best car insurance according to Consumentenbond
 InShared has been growing for ten years and is the digital scale-up insurer, enjoying global interest
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1Bron:

SAMR

Health: Zilveren Kruis works on bringing good health closer for everyone
Strategic fundamentals
 Maintain the balance between solidarity, market share and solvency
 Zilveren Kruis aims to offer healthcare in the safety and comfort of patients’ own home with ‘Zorg Veilig Thuis’

Achievements in H1 2019
 Operational result current underwriting year Health improved
 Integration of De Friesland and Zilveren Kruis was successfully completed

Highlights customer relevance and trendsetting in H1 2019
 Transferred more care to the home environment with ‘Zorg Veilig Thuis’ through tele-monitoring, videocalls
and home treatment
 Reduction of admissions, emergency visits and ambulance rides for i.e.:


chemo- and immunotherapy, mental health care, COPD and HeartGuard

 Healthy entrepreneurship: smart sensor against sleep apnea for corporate clients
 First prize for swift response time online and through social media for Zilveren Kruis (DDP research)
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SAMR

Pension & Life: Optimal service to customers and growth in term-life insurance
Strategic fundamentals
 Service organisation with a stable result, positive capital generation and continued high customer satisfaction
 Focus on growth of open-book with term-life insurance and annuities

Achievements in H1 2019
 Result increased due to improved technical and investment results
 Enhancement of operational efficiency through recently initiated centralisation of service organisations
‘Pension’ and ‘Life’

Highlights customer relevance and trendsetting in H1 2019
 Current and complete overview of insurance products via portal mijncentraalbeheer.nl


high customer satisfaction with regards to online communication: over 25,000 customers opted for digital

 Proactive approach of 100,000 customers by Centraal Beheer and FBTO to check whether their funeral
insurance still fits their personal situation through the ‘Zorgbeheer’-campaign
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Retirement Services: Integral pension solutions together with customers
Strategic fundamentals
 Optimising and realising growth in Pension Services, Achmea Bank and Achmea Investment Management
 Centraal Beheer (CB) General Pension Fund as the second pillar pension solution for funds and employers
 CB becomes an all-round financial services provider with banking, investment and life products

Achievements in H1 2019
 Growth Achmea Investment Management to €142 billion Assets under Management
 The Green Bond Fund, introduced in 2018, surpasses €100 million threshold

Highlights customer relevance and trendsetting in H1 2019
Achmea Pension Services
 All contracts nearing expiry have been renewed in multi-year agreements
 Growth APS as Centraal Beheer General Pension Fund grows to 850 employers and 21,000 participants
 Delta Lloyd APF transfers liabilities to Centraal Beheer General Pension Fund
Achmea Investment Management (AIM)
 Pension fund Vervoer selects AIM as integral asset manager
 Pension fund Horeca & Catering chooses AIM to carry out sustainable voting and enagement with a mandate
of € 10 billion
Achmea Bank
 Integration a.s.r. bank on track: Centraal Beheer welcomes 125,000 new banking clients as of October
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Achmea Pensioen Services
Achmea Investment
Management

Achmea Bank

International: Capitalising on knowledge and experience with digital insurance
Strategic fundamentals
 Growth through use of digital competencies: Non-Life and Health distribution via online and bancassurance
channels

Achievements in H1 2019
 Strong premium growth Non-Life (6%) and Health (7%) in Slovakia and Greece
 Operational result Turkey stable despite challenging circumstances

Highlights customer relevance and trendsetting in H1 2019
 Launch of online insurance sales in Canada via InShared platform
 Deployment of new technology and robotisation for improved customer services in Slovakia
 Interamerican has introduced its modular health product BeWell in Greece
 Strong growth in local currency in Australia thanks to the ‘All-in-One-Farm-Pack’ with Rabobank and Angus
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Improved results, premium growth and stable solvency ratio
Operational and net result improved
Operational result

Net result

(in € million)

Gross written premiums

(in € million)

(in € million)

+1%

234
284
133

192

17,448

H1 2018

H1 2019

Operating expenses
(in € million)

H1 2018

H1 2019

No. of employees in NL
(in FTE)

External
Internal

H1 2018

17,571

H1 2019

H1 2018

14

1,059

H1 2019

13,772
14,630
2,666

13,514
2,350

11,106

11,164

2018

H1 2019

 Net result improved due to the increase of the
operational result and an additional tax
provision in H1 2018 related to the sale of PZU
 Gross written premiums increased due to
growth in basic health and Non-Life Netherlands
while pension and life premiums decreased in
line with our service-book strategy
 Operating expenses reduced by €48 million,
despite investments in growth

Solvency (SII)
(in %)

198

195

2018

H1 2019

-4%
1,107

 Operational result supported by strong results in
Non-Life and Pension & Life as well as a
substantial contribution from Health

 Solid Solvency II ratio 195% despite a sharp
decrease in interest rates and spread
developments

Non-Life: Strongly improved operational result with a combined ratio of 95.8%

Operational result

Gross written premiums

(in € million)

Income
P&C

(in € million)

+6%

89
4
H1 2018

H1 2019

Operating expenses

2,192
511

1,573

1,681

H1 2018

H1 2019

Combined ratio

(in € million)

15

2,065
492

(in %)

407

438

H1 2018

H1 2019

Cost ratio
January storm
Claims ratio

97.9
24.8
5.4

95.8
25.8

67.7

70.0

H1 2018

H1 2019

 Combined ratio strongly improved due to premium
measures and claims management as well as higher
investment results
 Gross written premiums increased due to growth of our
retail customer base and premium measures
 Slight increase of cost ratio due to timing effects related to
marketing expenses

Property & Casualty
 Result of P&C increased to €80 million (H1 2018: €-12
million) due to premium measures and claims prevention.
The 2018 result was impacted by the January storms
 Increased frequency of weather-related damages
throughout the year (e.g. €25 million in June)


Premium measures and growth mitigate this effect

Income Protection
 Result Income Protection amounts to €9 million (H1 2018:
€16 million) and decreased due to increased claims for
absenteeism, in line with national trends
 Continuous focus on recovery and re-integration
accelerates the return to the labour market and limits the
increased cost of claims

Health: Result on current underwriting year improved.
Integration of De Friesland and Zilveren Kruis was successfully completed
Operational result
(in € million)

Combined ratio basic health
Supplementary
Basic + other1

100
66

57

34

34
23

H1 2018

H1 2019

Result basic health in current year
(in € million)

28

(in %)

Cost ratio
Claims ratio

99.5
2.2

99.7
2.2

97.3

97.5

H1 2018

H1 2019

Result on prior years basic health
(in € million)

1

Care offices

16

H1 2018

Basic health insurance
 Result basic health on current underwriting year improved
while the result on past years was slightly negative
 Gross written premiums have increased to €12,885 million
(H1 2018: €12,589 million) as a result of higher premiums
and a higher contribution from the Health Insurance
Equalisation Fund due to inflation of the healthcare costs

 Result supplementary insurance decreased to €34 million
(H1 2018: €66 million) due to higher claims and an
additional reorganisation provision
-8

H1 2019

 Harmonisation of systems and processes and the
integration of De Friesland completed successfully. This will
lead to a structural reduction of operating expenses

Supplementary health insurance

50

-15
H1 2018

 Operational result decreased due to lower results on prior
years

H1 2019

 GWP decreased slightly to €1,248 million (H1 2018: €1,321
million) due to customer outflow
 Percentage of customers with supplementary insurance
stable at app. 80%

Pension & Life: Increased result due to better technical and investment result

Operational result

 Operational result increased by €14 million due to
improved technical and investment results

Operating expenses

(in € million)

(in € million)

 Investment result increased due to improved equity and
FX-results
 Technical result improved due to higher mortality result

190

 Continued investments in rationalisation and migration
contribute to (future) cost reductions

204
76

76

Service-book Pension & Life
H1 2018

H1 2019

Gross written premiums service-book
(in € million)

668

H1 2018

17

H1 2018

H1 2019

 Pension & Life service-book with a long duration
 Premium-lapse and decline in technical provisions in line
with service-book strategy

GWP term-life and annuities
(in € million)

Term-life
Annuities

116
27

125
29

499

89

96

H1 2019

H1 2018

H1 2019

Term-life and annuities
 Continued growth of open-book in both term-life and
annuities

Retirement Services: Further growth of Assets under Management and participants.
Result affected by investments in growth and cost allocation
Achmea Bank
 Improved interest margin and revenue from fees support
the result. Higher costs, due to a change in cost allocation,
lead to lower operational result

Operating expenses1

Operational result
(in € million)

(in € million)

 Interest result improved due to lower financing expenses
10

109

118

 Part of banking and asset management activities a.s.r. Bank
acquired

Achmea Investment Management
0
H1 2018

H1 2019

AuM Achmea Investment Management
(in € billion)

H1 2018

H1 2019

Net interest margin Achmea Bank
(in € million)

 AuM increased to €142 billion
 Pension fund Vervoer chooses AIM as its integral asset
manager from 2020 onwards (€28 billion AuM)
 Result decreased, despite higher revenues, as a result of
investments in growth

Achmea Pension Services
129

2018

1Operating

18

expenses including other expenses

142

H1 2019

56

H1 2018

62

H1 2019

 Growth supported by company pensionfunds Alliance and
Metro and new business through the Centraal Beheer
General Pension Fund

 Services to mandatory sectoral company pension funds
successfully phased out
 Negative result due to investments in long-term growth
and optimisation of processes and systems

International: Growth of Non-Life (6%) and Health (7%) in Slovakia and Greece.
Decreased result due to higher Health claims and Townsville flood Australia
International activities
Operational result

Operating expenses

(in € million)

 Result decreased due to lower Health results in Greece and
Slovakia as well as a flood in Australia

(in € million)

19

145

 Operating expenses decreased due to sale of Friends First
and lower costs in Turkey as a result of the depreciation of
the Turkish lira
115

7
H1 2018

H1 2019

Gross written premiums

H1 2018

19

H1 2019

Number of policies via digital channel

(in € million)

600

H1 2018

(in ‘000)

Adjusted for this, the operating expenses increased slightly
with 1% due to investments in the digital channel, the
launch of Onlia in Canada and premium growth
 Gross written premiums decreased due to sale of Friends
First and currency-effects. All countries showed premium
growth in local currency
 Number of policies sold through the digital channel grown
further to 369,000

528

346

369

H1 2019

H1 2018

H1 2019

 Online insurance proposition ‘Onlia’ launched in Canada.
As of January 2019 policies are being sold

Other activities: Improved result due to higher results Achmea Reinsurance and lower
reorganisation provisions
Other activities - Holding
Operational result

Operating expenses

(in € million)

 Other activities includes the results of our other group
companies1, activities at holding company level and
financing expenses

(in € million)

-73
-131

H1 2018

192

H1 2019

Operational result Achmea Reinsurance
(in € million)

H1 2018

141
H1 2019

Assets under Management SAREF
(in € billion)

16
21.5

22.6

2018

HY 2019

-16
H1 2018

H1 2019

1 Achmea Reinsurance Company, Syntrus Achmea Real Estate & Finance, and Independer until december 2018
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 Improved result primarily due to increased operational
result Achmea Reinsurance and lower reorganisation
provisions

Other activities - Companies
 Favourable claims development in 2019 and severe impact
of January storm in 2018 (€30 million) drive the
improvement of the result

 AuM SAREF grew to €22.6 billion (FY 2018: €21.5 billion) as
a result of new mandates from institutional investors and
higher valuations of existing portfolios. Operational result
grew to €5 million (H1 2018: €4 million)

Solvency II remains solid despite market developments

Analysis of change Solvency II
5
13
7
198

31.12.2018

Organic growth

Balance sheet optimisation
and model changes

Market Developments

2

195

UFR lowered to 3,90%

30.06.2019

 Organic growth driven by increased operational result and investment results as well as dividends from banking and asset management activities
 Market developments have a negative impact due to lower interest rates, widening spreads on mortgages and tightening credit spreads in Italy leading to a
lower Volatility Adjustment. Excess returns on the investment portfolio partially mitigate these developments

Structural Free Capital Generation in line with target due to improved operational
performance. Incidental FCG negative due to market developments
Free Capital Generation H1 2019
223

160

37
476

186

63

33
-189

Organic growth

Dividends banking &
asset management
activities

Structural FCG

Balance sheet
optimisation and
model changes

Market developments

UFR to 3.90%

Other

Total FCG

Structural FCG

Incidental FCG

Driven by:

Influenced by:

 Increased operational result



Balance sheet optimisation: refinement of assumptions related to
internal model for market risk leads to lower capital requirements



Market developments are negative due to widening mortgage spreads,
declining interest rates, tightening spreads and a lower Volatility
Adjustment

 Investment results
 Dividends from banking and asset management activities
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Fixed charge coverage ratio improved to 4.7x and rating outlook adjusted to ‘Stable’
Financial ratios
Debt-leverage ratio

Fixed charge coverage ratio

(in %)

 Decrease of debt-leverage ratio due to redemption of a
CHF 200 mln loan and improved results

(in X)

 Upward trend of FCCR continued to 4.7x due to an
improved operational result
26.5

4.4

24.4

4.7

Liquidity
 Liquidity at holding level robust

2018

HY 2019

Liquidity

H2 2018 - H1 2019

682

619

2018

H1 2019

S&P
A

 Slight decrease in liquidity due to redemption of a CHF 200
million loan

Ratings

Ratings

(in € million)
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2018

Fitch
A+

 S&P rating core insurance activities affirmed at ‘A’ and
outlook upgraded to ‘Stable’
 Fitch rating core insurance activities affirmed at ‘A+’ with a
‘stable outlook’

Operational result increases to €284 million
Strategic direction




Through our cooperative identity we contribute to a healthy, safe and future-proof society
As a trendsetting and customer-relevant service provider we have personal relevance to our
customers on a daily basis
Continuously investing in customer focus and (strategic) innovation

Financial ambitions 2020:






Reduce structural costs by €200 million
Grow operational result to €600 million
Increase FCCR to > 4.0x
Increase Free Capital Generation to €400 million
Maintain current credit ratings

Strong progress in the first half of 2019:
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On track to achieve strategic targets of ‘Delivering Together’
Increased operational result to €284 million and net profit to €234 million
Premium growth due to basic health and Non-Life
Reduction of structural costs of €200 million achieved
Solid capital position with a solvency ratio of 195%
Standard & Poor’s (S&P) upgraded outlook of credit rating ‘A’ to ‘Stable’
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1.

Sensitivities
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Sensitivities Solvency II ratio
 The sensitivities are calculated based on the partial internal
model which includes market risk since 1 July 2018

Solvency II Sensitivities H1 2019
195%

5

0
-3

Optimal

-2

-2

-5

-6

-5

165%
Caution

No
dividend

130%

100%

SII Ratio

26

-50bps +50bps
Interest

-50bps +50bps
Gov. spreads

3.75% 3.55%
UFR

-20%
-20%
Equity Property

 Sensitivities are calculated using parallel shocks. Actual
movements may differ due to non-parallel shifts in the
spread movements

Gradual optimisation of our portfolio using our recently implemented internal model for
market risk
Total investment portfolio

Fixed income portfolio

(H1 2019, in %)

Fixed income
Derivatives
Other investments
Equities
Real estate
Alternative investments
Deposits

(H1 2019, in %)
74%
12%

5%
3%
3%
2%
1%

€

50.1
billion

Total investment portfolio

27

23%
8%
2%
1%
1%
1%

€

37.5
billion

(FY 2018, in %)
78%

8%
5%
3%
3%
2%
1%

31%
33%

Fixed income portfolio

(FY 2018, in %)

Fixed income
Derivatives
Other investments
Equities
Real estate
Alternative investments
Deposits

Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Loans and mortgages
Semi-government bonds
Asset-backed bonds
Fixed income funds
Convertibles
Secured bonds

€

45.1
billion

Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Loans and mortgages
Semi-government bonds
Asset-backed bonds
Fixed income funds
Convertibles
Secured bonds

34%
29%
24%
8%
2%
1%
1%
1%

€

35.4
billion

Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) is provided on a strictly private and confidential basis for information purposes only. By attending or reading this Presentation, you will be deemed to have agreed
to the obligations and restrictions set out below. Without the express prior written consent of Achmea B.V.. (the “Company”), the Presentation and any information contained within it may not be (i)
reproduced (in whole or in part), (ii) copied at any time, (iii) used for any purpose other than your evaluation of the Company or (iv) provided to any other person, except your employees and advisors
with a need to know who are advised of the confidentiality of the information. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer, invitation or inducement to
purchase or subscribe for securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This Presentation does not constitute
either advice or a recommendation regarding any securities. The communication of this Presentation is restricted by law; it is not intended for distribution to or use by any person in, any jurisdiction
where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. To the fullest extent permitted by law in no circumstances will the Company, or any of its respective subsidiaries,
shareholders, affiliates, representatives, partners, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents be responsible or liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or loss of profit arising from the
use of this Presentation, its contents (including the internal economic models), its omissions, reliance on the information contained within it, or on opinions communicated in relation thereto or
otherwise arising in connection therewith. The information contained in this Presentation has not been independently verified. Recipients of this Presentation are not to construe its contents, or any
prior or subsequent communications from or with the Company or its representatives as investment, legal or tax advice. In addition, this Presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all
of the information that may be required to make a full analysis of the Company. Recipients of this Presentation should each make their own evaluation of the Company and of the relevance and
adequacy of the information and should make such other investigations as they deem necessary. This Presentation might contain illustrative returns, projections, estimates and beliefs and similar
information (“Forward Looking Information”). Forward Looking Information is subject to inherent uncertainties and qualifications and is based on numerous assumptions, in each case whether or not
identified in the Presentation. Forward Looking Information is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to serve as, and must not be relied on by any investor as, a guarantee, an
assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Nothing in this Presentation should be construed as a profit forecast. Actual events and circumstances are difficult or impossible to
predict and will differ from assumptions. Many actual events and circumstances are beyond the control of the Company. Some important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from
those in any Forward Looking Information could include changes in domestic and foreign business, market, financial, political and legal conditions. There can be no assurance that any particular Forward
Looking Information will be realised, and the performance of the Company may be materially and adversely different from the Forward Looking Information. The Forward Looking Information speaks
only as of the date of this Presentation. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any updates or revisions to any Forward Looking Information to reflect any change in
the Company’s expectations with regard thereto or any changes in events, conditions or circumstances on which any Forward Looking Information is based. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be
placed upon the Forward Looking Information
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Working on a healthy, safe and future-proof society
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Achmea’s operational result increases to €284 million
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